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Stigma Damages
by Dan Peyton, Partner

O

n 7 July 2011 News
International announced the
closure of its newspaper, the
News of the World, after almost
170 years in circulation, leaving some 283
people without a job. The circumstances
surrounding the newspaper’s closure
are unusual and raise issues concerning
the extent to which former employees
of News International may find their
opportunities in the employment market
have been prejudiced because of their
association with the newspaper.

The concept of stigma damages arose for
the first time in the late 1990s in the case
of Malik v Bank of Credit and Commerce
International1 (“Malik”). The claimants
in Malik were two senior managers of
BCCI who had been made redundant
following the liquidation of the bank.
Shortly after the appointment of the
provisional liquidators it became widely
known that the regulatory authorities
considered that the bank had been
carrying out its business in a fraudulent
manner for a number of years. As a
result of this ‘stigma’ surrounding the
bank’s dealings, the claimants were
unable to secure new employment in the
financial services industry and brought
a claim for damages against their former
employer. The House of Lords decided
that employers were subject to an implied
obligation not to carry on a dishonest
or corrupt business. Damages would
be recoverable if it could be shown that
1
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it was reasonably foreseeable that an
employee’s future employment prospects
would be damaged in consequence of an
employer’s corrupt practices.
The similarities between the facts in Malik
and the potential position of former
News of the World employees are clear.
Both cases involved allegations against
employers of dishonest and corrupt
business practices and the employees were
dismissed following these allegations
coming into the public domain. One of
the most damaging aspects of the
story from the employees’ perspective is
the focus on how widespread and
widely known the alleged unlawful
activities were within the newspaper and
News International generally.
For former employees of News Group
Newspapers Limited to bring successful
claims for stigma damages, they
need to demonstrate that the alleged
wrongdoings of the newspaper have
tainted them to the point where their
future work prospects are damaged. It
seems unlikely that all former News of the
World employees will be prejudiced in this
way, as a prospective new employer may
be unlikely to put great weight on the
association of more junior staff with an
employer accused of corruption. However,
the case may be very different for senior
employees if the allegations are found
to be true, particularly given the current
focus on who was involved in, or knew
about, these practices. 
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Agency Workers Regulations
by Andrea Ward, Senior Associate

O

n 1 October 2011, the UK
Agency Workers Regulations
2010 (Regulations) will come
into force. These Regulations
implement the European Directive
2008/104/EC on Temporary Agency
Work, also known as the Agency Workers
Directive (AWD), and make positive
changes to agency workers’ rights at
work. The Regulations do not change the
status of agency workers (to make them
employees), but they are designed to
give such workers equality of treatment
with employees, as regards basic terms
and conditions, including working time,
holiday and rest periods.

•

Agency Workers – individuals (often
“temps”) who are supplied by and
have a contract of employment with
an agency, or any other contract
with the agency to perform work
or services personally, but work
temporarily for and under the
direction and supervision of a
hirer; and

•

Hirers – private, public and third
sector undertakings which use
agency workers.

The Regulations do not apply to:
•

Individuals who are recruited as
employees directly by an employer
(or through an “employment
agency”);

•

Individuals who find work through
an agency, but are in business on
their own account (having a business
relationship with a hirer who is a
client or customer);

Aims
The AWD is founded on the
fundamental rights and principles of
the European Union and the belief that
every worker has the right to working
conditions which respect his or her
health, safety and dignity; to limitation
of maximum working hours; to daily and
weekly rest periods; and to an annual
period of paid leave.
Businesses depend on the flexibility
offered by agency workers and the
workers themselves benefit from these
arrangements, as they allow many to
balance work and family life. However, it
is recognised that there are differences
in the way agency workers are treated
across the Member States of the
European Union and that improvements
to working conditions are needed. The
legislation therefore aims to provide
a framework for temporary agency
workers, which is “non-discriminatory,
transparent and proportionate, while
respecting the diversity of labour
markets and industrial levels”.
Further guidance on the Regulations
produced by the Department for
Business Innovation & Skills (BIS),
can be found here: http://www.bis.
gov.uk/assets/biscore/employmentmatters/docs/a/11-949-agency-workersregulations-guidance.pdf.

Scope

•

•

•

•

Holiday pay

•

Other emolument (referable to
the employment)

But not including:

Individuals who are genuinely selfemployed, working through their
own limited liability company or
employed on a managed service
contract, without the direction and
supervision of the host;
Individuals working for in-house
temporary staffing banks, where the
organisation employs temps directly
(and the temps only work for the
same business or service); or

•

Occupational sick pay

•

Pension, allowance or gratuity
payments in connection with
retirement or compensation for
loss of office

•

Maternity, paternity or adoption
leave payments

•

Redundancy pay

•

Payments or rewards pursuant
to a financial participation
scheme

•

Bonus, incentive or reward
payments which are not related
to the amount or quality of
work done

•

Payments for time off

•

Guarantee payments

•

Loans or pay advances

•

Expenses

•

Any payment other than in
capacity as a worker

Individuals on secondment.

Rights of Temporary
Agency Workers
As a result of the AWD and national
legislation at Member State level (the
Regulations in the U.K.), temporary
agency workers will have the right
to the same basic employment and
working conditions that would apply
to employees, if they had been recruited
to the same job, provided they have
completed the qualifying period.
The relevant terms and conditions of
employment are terms relating to:

b.

Duration of working time

c.

Night work

a.

d.

Rest periods

Pay

The Regulations apply to:

Including:

e.

Rest breaks

•

•

Any fee

f.

Annual leave

•

Bonus

•

Commission

To be eligible to benefit from the same
terms and conditions as employees,

Temporary Work Agencies – which
supply agency workers to work
temporarily for and under the
supervision of a third party (“hirer”);

Update on Employment Law –
Changes
by Rob Washington, Associate

Recent cases:
Holiday and Long-Term Sickness Absence
In KHS AG v Schulte C-214/10, the Advocate General gave
her opinion on the interaction between workers’ rights to
holiday under the Working Time Directive and long-term
sick leave. Her view is that allowing leave to be enjoyed
many years after the year in which it was accrued would
not achieve the Directive’s aim of allowing a worker to
recover from the effort and stress of that working year. An
18 month limit would be sufficient for this purpose.
Age Discrimination

temporary agency workers must have worked for the same
hirer for a continuous period of 12 weeks, during one or
more assignments. Assignments can be “batched” provided
the break is not more than six weeks between assignments.
Temporary agency workers will also be entitled to a number
of rights, from day one of their assignment with the
hirer, in relation to collective facilities, vocational training
and job vacancies.
To prepare for the Regulations businesses should:
•

Analyse their use of agency workers and the length of
normal assignments, to see whether agency workers will
attain 12 weeks’ service;

•

Check terms and conditions for agency workers against
those of employees, particularly in relation to pay and
working time;

•

Adopt a system and appoint an individual responsible
for maintaining records of assignments; and

•

Coordinate a process with agencies to ensure that they
receive the relevant information on terms and conditions
for agency workers.

The impact of the Regulations in many cases will be financial.
Businesses may decide that using agency workers is no
longer cost-efficient. If agency workers have a right to be
paid more, agencies will pass on these extra costs to the hirer
and may increase agency fees too. The hirer will also bear
the administrative cost of ensuring that the Regulations
are complied with and assume most of the risks for any
breach. The prospect of taking on agency workers for no
more than 12 weeks at a time and with a break of at least six
weeks between assignments is unlikely as it would become
unmanageable for most businesses. This is probably the
only way to ‘avoid’ the Regulations, but it is unworkable.
Businesses should consider their existing agency agreements
and try to renegotiate terms in light of the Regulations as
soon as possible. 

In Fuchs and another v Land Hessen C-159/10 and C-160/10,
the ECJ considered whether budgetary considerations
could be a legitimate aim allowing an employer to
objectively justify a fixed retirement age. It decided
that whilst budgetary considerations can be taken into
account when forming a policy, they cannot
in themselves constitute a legitimate aim for age
discrimination purposes.

Recent legislative changes:
Bribery Act 2010
On 1 July 2011, the Bribery Act 2010 came into force. The
Act creates four new criminal offences relating to bribery,
including an offence for a commercial organisation of
failing to prevent bribery by an “associated person” such
as an employee or director.
An organisation will have a defence if it can show that it
had in place adequate procedures which are intended to
prevent bribery. “Adequate procedures” is not defined.
Organisations should conduct a risk assessment and
review (or put in place) bribery and anticorruption
policies and procedures.

Forthcoming legislative changes:
Agency Worker Regulations 2010 (as amended)
On 1 October 2011, the Agency Worker Regulations come
into force.
NMW Increases
On 1 October 2011, the National Minimum Wage rates
will be increased. The standard rate for adults aged 21
and over rises from £5.93 per hour to £6.08, and the
development rate for adults between 18 and 20 rises
from £4.92 per hour to £4.98. The young workers rate for
workers aged 16 and 17 (not apprentices) will rise from
£3.64 per hour to £3.68. The accommodation offset will
rise to £4.73 per day from £4.61. 

Intercepting and Monitoring Communications – Where are we now?
by Doug Styles, Senior Associate

T

here are several pieces
of legislation that cover
the monitoring and/
or interception of
communications – these are – the
Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA)
and accompanying guidance in
the Information Commissioner’s
Employment Practices Data Protection
Code (Code), the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000 (RIPA)
and the Telecommunications (Lawful
Business Practice)(Interception of
Communications) Regulations 2000
(Regulations). The Human Rights
Act 1998 (which covers public bodies
or ostensible public bodies) and the
Computer Misuse Act 1990 also have
influence in the area of communications
monitoring and interception, but fall
outside the scope of this article.

23% of Internet traffic is
non-business related.
Burstmedia Survey, 2008

50% of companies said
that over 30% of their
Internet bandwidth is
being consumed by social
network traffic such as
Facebook and YouTube.
Forrester, Feb. 2009

48% of data breaches
were caused by insiders.
Verizon Data Breach
Investigations Report, 2010

RIPA regulates certain types of
monitoring, making it unlawful to
intercept a communication in the
course of its transmission in the U.K.
It is a criminal offence for monitoring
to take place which does not fall
within the scope of RIPA (unless the
sender and recipient have consented
to the interception). The sender and
recipient of a communication have a
right to claim damages against the
system operator (the employer) if
their communication is unlawfully
intercepted. The recording of telephone
conversations and systems blocking
emails and making some of the
content (for example, an offending
phrase) available to another person
would be caught. Opening emails
which have already been opened by the
intended recipient will not constitute
an interception under RIPA. However,
opening emails which have not yet been
opened by the intended recipient would
be caught by RIPA.
There are two principal ways in which
communications can be lawfully
intercepted under RIPA. First, the
warrant system which is aimed at the
security forces (such as the police).
Secondly, where the interceptor has
reasonable grounds for believing
that both the sender and the recipient
have consented to the interception.
Obtaining an employee’s consent to
possible interception may be an
option for employers, particularly for
internal emails and telephone calls.
It is more problematic in the case of
external emails, as the employer
must be able to show that it has
reasonable grounds to believe the
recipient has also consented.

Employers must also consider the
Regulations when developing and
implementing monitoring practices.
These provide for circumstances
where, in a business context, it is
lawful to intercept communications
without consent. The Regulations
also authorise businesses to monitor,
but not record without consent for
the purposes of determining whether
the communications are relevant
to the business and monitoring
communications to a confidential
anonymous counselling or
support helpline.
Under RIPA and the Regulations,
monitoring carried out partly to gain
access to the contents of personal
communications not related to the
business, is not allowed. Both RIPA and
the Code seem to provide justification
dependent on the actual contents of the
email, but how will the employer know
for sure until it has opened the e-mail?
An employer’s defence may, therefore,
depend on chance, rather than a clear
legal principle.
An employer must also have made all
reasonable efforts to inform all parties
using the telecommunications system
that interception may take place. Again,
it is particularly important to ensure
information is given to third parties (for
example within an email disclaimer)
as well to workers themselves (in an
electronic communications policy).
Employers should issue an electronic
communications policy to staff. The
policy should set standards and crossrefer to other relevant policies, for
example the disciplinary and antiharassment policy and, where relevant,
a separate security policy. 

